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Page 1
Panel 1- The setting is a laboratory in a college, there are some tables/counters covered with test
tubes, beakers, flasks, etc… There are two 20 year old women in the lab. One of the women is
plain and nerdy looking (no glasses though). The other is an attractive and fit cheerleader type.
The nerd is named Janet and the cheerleader is named Sarah. Sarah is angry with Janet and is
holding Janet by her shirt in a threatening manner. Janet looks scared and is holding a tablet PC
in one hand. They are both standing near a counter/table with a flask of liquid on it.
Sarah: “What do you mean you aren’t going to help me cheat on tests or do my homework for
me anymore?! If I get kicked out of college…”
Janet: “Wait! I meant it won’t be necessary! I’ve created an intelligence boosting formula!”

Panel 2- Janet is showing Sarah the app on the tablet PC.
Janet: “I already used it on myself and according to this IQ testing app, my IQ increased from
123 to 144.”
Sarah: “It says here that 100 is average, so if I’m average and mine goes up the same as yours
it’ll be uh…”

Panel 3- Sarah is a bit angry and is putting the tablet PC down on a nearby counter. Janet is
holding a flask of liquid out for Sarah to take.
Sarah: “Whatever. Just give me the stuff!”
Janet: “Ok. The results are near instantaneous so just drink this and you’ll be smarter in no time.

Panel 4- Sarah is guzzling the flask of formula.

Page 2
Panel 1- Janet is looking at Sarah with curiosity. Sarah is picking up the tablet PC and ignoring
Janet.
Janet: “Well did it work?”

Panel 2- Sarah is using the IQ app as Janet watches.

Panel 3- Sarah is showing Janet the results. Janet is VERY shocked.
Sarah: “The formula did indeed work. Look at my IQ score.”
Janet: “265! That can’t be right! That would mean you’re beyond even a genius intellect!”

Panel 4- Janet is very confused. Sarah is setting the tablet PC down as she talks.
Janet: “I don’t understand! Why’d it work so much better on you?”
Sarah: “I suspect it’s due to several factors, primarily genetics but also to some degree nutrition
and...”



Page 3
Panel 1- Sarah has her hands to her head and is excited.
Sarah: “Amazing. I now possess perfect recall as well. I can remember everything I have ever
experienced. I can even remember speaking my first word as a child.”
Janet: “Uh… cool?”

Panel 2- Janet is preparing to leave by placing the tablet PC in a backpack. Sarah is thinking.
Janet: “So I guess you won’t be needing me for anything in the future.”
Sarah: “Hmmm… I can conceive of a few uses for you still.”

Panel 3- Janet has placed the backpack over her shoulder and is trying to leave but Sarah has
stopped her by standing right in front of her.
Janet: “Okaaaay… well I guess I’ll just get going then.”
Sarah: “Oh, there is one more thing before you leave.”

Panel 4- Sarah has an evil smile on her face and is punching Janet in the stomach so hard that
Janet is doubling over in pain.
Janet: “Uuuffff!!”
Sarah: “THANKS LOSER!”

Page 4
Panel 1- It’s a month later and now the setting has changed to the inside of a gym. We see Sarah
now dressed in some spandex workout clothes and putting down some 5 pound dumbbells. Sarah
has only a hint of muscle.  Janet is walking up to Sarah and is dressed in regular street clothes
(Jeans and a long sleeve shirt). There is a duffle bag near Sarah. In the background and slightly
off to the side there is a huge heavy (300 pounds) barbell on the floor.
Text: “One month later…”
Janet: “I was a little surprised to get your message to meet here, I haven’t seen you around
campus since you became a super genius. Anyway, why…?”

Panel 2- Sarah is reaching into the duffle bag. There are two female bodybuilders walking by in
the background and heading towards the heavy barbell.
Sarah: “You are here to take part in an experiment. I have created a formula that will give me a
body to match my intellect. You are going to test it first.”
Janet: “What? No way, test it yourself!”

Panel 3- Sarah has grabbed Janet by her shirt with one hand while holding a test tube topped with
a stopper in the other and is verbally threatening her. Janet looks scared. In the background and
off to the side one of the female bodybuilders is bending down preparing to TRY to lift the heavy
barbell.
Sarah: “Testing it on myself would be unwise, though not as unwise as refusing me.”
Janet: “Ok! I’ll do it!”



Panel 4- Janet is drinking the test tube of formula as Sarah watches. In the background the
female bodybuilder is trying her hardest to lift the barbell but can’t budge it while the other
female bodybuilder is pointing and laughing at her.
Sarah: “A smart choice.”

Page 5
Panels 1, 2, 3 and 4- Janet grows larger muscles and her breasts get a bit bigger too. She ends up
the size of a large female bodybuilder by the last panel. Her clothes rip a bit all over to reveal her
new muscles but leave a bit to rip in a few panels and she should still be decent enough to go out
in public.

Page 6
Full page panel- Janet is flexing her new body and is very happy with it.

Page 7
Panel 1- Sarah is pointing at the heavy barbell in the background and off to the side. We now see
the other female bodybuilder straining very hard to lift the barbell but it’s not moving. Janet is
moving over to the female bodybuilders and the barbell.
Janet: “I feel so strong! I need to lift something… now!”
Sarah: “I’ve prepared a barbell over there to test your strength, it weighs 300 pounds.”

Panel 2- Janet is shoving the 2nd female bodybuilder away from the barbell and into the first
female bodybuilder.
Janet: “Move pipsqueak!”
2nd FBB: “Whaaa…?!”
1st FBB: “Hey!”

Panel 3- Janet is bending down to pick up the barbell with an underhand grip so she can curl it
next panel. The two FBB’s are angry.
2nd FBB: “Who the fuck are you calling pipsqueak you…!!”
1st: FBB: I’m going to fuck you up so bad you…!”

Panel 4- Janet is curling the barbell with a lot of effort, her bulging muscles are ripping her
clothes even more. The two FBB’s are nervously walking away.
Janet: “Haha! It’s… ummff… really heavy but… ummff… I can curl it!”
1st FBB: “Oh I just remembered I have to be somewhere.”
2nd FBB: “Yeah and I gotta drive you there.”

Page 8
Panel 1-  Janet has dropped the barbell to the floor and it has created some small impact craters.
Sarah: “Excellent. Everything appears to be within expected parameters.”
Janet: “Now to do something I’ve dreamed of for a long time.”



Panel 2- Janet is suddenly VERY tired and having trouble standing up and is leaning on a wall.
Sarah is pulling another test tube of liquid topped with a stopper from her duffle bag.
Janet: “I’m going to beat… beat the snot out of… you…”
Sarah: “Ah the sedative I mixed with your formula is kicking in.”

Panel 3- Sarah is holding up a new test tube of liquid and eyeing it with lust.
Sarah: “You’ll be wide awake in a few moments but that’s all I need to drink this concentrated
version of the formula I gave you. Minus the sedative of course.”

Panel 4- Now Sarah is drinking the test tube of liquid.

Page 9
Panels 1, 2, 3 and 4- Sarah grows to the size of a small male bodybuilder (only about one and
half times bigger than Janet.) and her breasts grow a bit bigger than Janets. Sarah grows
completely out of her spandex outfit by the last panel.

Page 10
Full page panel- Sarah is nude and flexing her new body with joy.

Page 11
Panel 1- As Janet begins to recover she watches as Sarah bends down and grabs the 300 pound
weight.with one hand and using an overhand grip.
Janet: “Oohh… starting to feel better.”
Sarah: “Now for a test of my superior strength.”

Panel 2- Sarah is holding the barbell out in front of herself, still using one hand, with little effort.
Janet is surprised.
Sarah: “Hmmm I do feel a little resistance but perhaps a new test is needed.”
Janet: “What the…?”

Panel 3- Sarah is now holding the barbell with one hand placed nearer each end and is straining a
bit as she begins to bend the bar.
Sarah: “Hrrrhhhh!”
Janet: “No way!”

Panel 4- Sarah has bent the bar a LOT and seems pleased.
Sarah: “It took some effort but that’ll do.”
Janet: “HOLY FUCK!”

Page 12



Panel 1- Sarah has moved over to stand in front of a large mirror. She doesn’t even seem to
notice that she is still holding the bent barbell without effort and is flexing the bicep of her free
arm as she admires her reflection. Her nipples are hard.
Sarah: “I confess to feeling aroused at the sight of my own body.”

Panel 2- Sarah has turned her back to the mirror now and is checking out her backside. She is
still absentmindedly holding the barbell.
Sarah: “It’s not surprising of course. After all, I am the greatest human to ever exist. Superior in
every way to all others.”

Panel 3- Sarah is walking over to Janet and is casually tossing the bent barbell away sending it
flying towards a brick wall. Janet is looking at Sarah in awe.
Janet: “So what are you going to do now?”
Sarah: “I’m going to go home and masturbate for an absurd amount of time, but first there’s one
more thing I need to do…”

Panel 4- Sarah has an evil smile on her face and is punching Janet in the stomach so hard that
Janet is doubled over in pain and is being lifted about a foot off the ground. The barbell has
crashed through the wall making a huge hole.
Janet: “Uuuffff!!!”
Sarah: “THANKS LOSER!”

Page 13
Panel 1- Establishing overhead shot of someone getting out of a limousine in front of a huge
mansion. Doesn’t have to be clearly seen but the person getting out of the car is Janet.
Text: “Two months later…”
Janet: “Oh wow! This place is massive!”

Panel 2- Now we switch to the inside of the mansion and Janet is being greeted by Sarah. Both
are dressed in tight clothes that show off their muscled bodies.
Sarah: “You’re late.”
Janet: “Well I wasn’t sure I was going to come but I was curious what you wanted this time.”

Panel 3- Sarah is leading Janet through a room in the very nice mansion.
Janet: “By the way, I had no idea you were rich.”
Sarah: “Please, with my intellect acquiring vast sums of money is simple. Now follow me to my
research lab.”

Panel 4- Sarah and Janet have entered into a large room with large electronic devices all around.
One device is the focus of the scene. It is a large machine that has a long “beam emitter” (about 4
feet long) attached to it.
Janet: “OH MY…! What is all this?”
Sarah: “You wouldn’t understand most of it. Just don’t touch anything as I explain why you are
here.”



Page 14
Panel 1- Just a shot of Sarah talking.
Sarah: “This planet is ruled by morons. So I have decided I will rule it instead. But to do this I
will need to be more powerful, unstoppable even. Luckily I recently discovered a new form of
radiation that I call Hyperion radiation.”

Panel 2- More of Sarah talking.
Sarah: “Hyperion radiation has an interesting effect on DNA and under the right conditions it can
unlock dormant genetic markers that, for lack of a better term, should grant super powers.”

Panel 3- Janet has suddenly seemed to have realized what Sarah is saying.
Janet: “Wait! You want to expose me to radiation to mess with my DNA to see if I get super
powers?!?”

Panel 4- Janet is starting to leave. Sarah has grabbed her shoulder to prevent her from going and
is hurting Janet with her grip..
Janet: “NOPE! I draw the line at DNA and radiation experiments! I’m not going to be your lab
rat this time! OW! Let go! ”

Page 15
Panel 1- Janet has turned suddenly and is swinging a fist at Sarah’s face. Sarah is calm.
Janet: “I SAID I’M NOT DOING IT!”

Panel 2- Sarah has caught the punch with one of her own hands and is squeezing Janet’s fist
causing Janet a lot of pain.
Sarah: “Do I really need to remind you of how much stronger I am than you.”
Janet: “Aaaggghhh my hand!”

Panel 3- Janet is moving over to stand in front of the beam emitter and rubbing her sore hand as
she goes. Sarah is moving over to a control panel for the huge device.
Sarah: “Now stand over there in front of the emitter.”
Janet: “Fine!”

Panel 4- Sarah has activated the device and a beam of energy is blasting Janet. The beam feels
pleasant.

Page 16
Panels 1, 2, 3 and 4- Janet grows even more muscular than Sarah. Her muscles should end up
twice the size of Sarah’s and with bigger breasts too. By the last panel of this page Janet should
be barely covered in scraps of cloth.



Page 17
Full page panel- Janet is now completely naked and is floating in the air. Her eyes are glowing as
she flexes her super powered body with lustful glee.
Janet: “Hahahaha! I can feel the power!”

Page 18
Panel 1- Janet continues to hover in the air and now has a sneer on her face as she speaks with
Sarah. Sarah is just calmly watching and listening.
Janet: “You fool! You’ve made me the most powerful being in the world… no… in the
universe!”

Panel 2- Janet is blasting the Hyperion radiation machine with beams from her eyes and it is
being destroyed. Sarah is still just watching calmly
Janet: “You’re not going to become greater than me this time!”

Panel 3- Janet is hefting one of her super tits and pinching the nipple as she rubs her crotch.
Janet: “This feeling of power! I’m never been so fucking turned on!”

Panel 4- Janet is flying up through the ceiling. Sarah is still calm and doesn’t seem concerned at
all.
Janet: “I’ll be back to deal with you in a moment but first I want to see just how powerful I am
now!”

Page 19
Panel 1- Janet is landing near a locomotive in a train yard. The locomotive has nothing attached
to it.

Panel 2- Janet is picking up the locomotive with ease from the front of it.

Panel 3- Janet is easily holding the locomotive length-wise up over her head.

Panel 4- Janet is tossing the locomotive into space with no effort.

Page 20
Panel 1- Janet is running on the ground at super speed. Creating a shockwave behind her that is
destroying everything she passes.

Panel 2- Janet has stopped at an active volcano that has smoke rising from it.

Panel 3- Janet has jumped into the mouth of the volcano and into some lava.

Panel 4- Janet has risen into the air above the volcano and is laughing as lava drips off her naked
body.



Page 21
Panel 1- Janet has come back to Sarah’s lab and is landing in the room. Sarah is gone.
Text: “Moments later…”
Janet: “I’m back bitch! Oh are you hiding from me?”

Panel 2- Janet uses x-ray vision and sees Sarah in another room on the other side of a nearby
wall.
Janet: “Found you!”

Panel 3- Janet has burst through the wall and is now standing in the room with Sarah. Sarah is
standing next to ANOTHER Hyperion radiation machine and is making adjustments on a control
panel.
Janet: “Wait, is that another…”

Panel 4- Janet is now surrounded by walls of energy all around her, including above. The source
of the energy walls is a device in the ceiling above Janet and it is protected by the top energy
wall.
Janet: “Huh? Is this some kind of trap? You think this can hold me?”

Page 22
Panel 1- Janet is punching the energy wall but it isn’t affected. Sarah is still adjusting the
machine.
Sarah: “That is an inverse kinetic energy barrier. It can easily contain a large nuclear explosion.”

Panel 2- Janet is punching the barrier even harder now and the ground is shaking.
Janet: “This won’t stop me! Not for long!”
Sarah: “Yes I know. But it will slow you down long enough for me to make some adjustments
and increase the energy output of this second Hyperion radiation emitter.”

Panel 3- Sarah is moving over to stand in front of the emitter.
Sarah: “Timer is all set. Now let’s see how powerful I become shall we?”

Panel 4- Janet is pounding on the barrier as hard as she can with both hands. Sarah is smiling as
she counts down.
Janet: “NO! I won’t let you surpass me again!!!”
Sarah: “3… 2… 1…”

To be continued…

Chapter 2
Page 1



Panel 1- Sarah is being blasted by a beam of energy and seems to be enjoying it. Janet is blasting
the energy barrier with beams from her eyes but the barrier seems unaffected.
Janet: “I HAVE TO GET FREE!!”

Panel 2- Janet is roaring in frustration as she continues to blast the barrier with energy beams
from her eyes while also now pounding on it with both hands at the same time.The device in the
ceiling that is projecting the inverse kinetic energy barrier around Janet is overloading.
Janet: “RAAAAGGGHHHHHH!!!!!”

Panel 3- The inverse kinetic energy barrier is down and now Janet is blasting the Hyperion
radiation machine.
Janet: “HAHA!”

Panel 4- The Hyperion radiation machine has been destroyed and the beam hitting Sarah has
stopped. Sarah is glowing and is excited. Janet looks concerned.
Janet: “Did I stop it in time?”

Page 2
Panels 1, 2, 3 and 4- Sarah grows even more muscular than Janet. Her muscles should end up
about one and half times the size of Janet’s. Her breasts get bigger too. By the last panel of this
page Sarah should be completely naked.

Page 3
Full page panel- Sarah is now floating in the air and flexing her super body.

Page 4
Panel 1- Sarah is still hovering in the air and is reaching out with an open hand towards the ruins
of the destroyed Hyperion radiation machine. Her hand and the fragments of the machine are
glowing. Janet should be fairly distant from Sarah.
Sarah: “Incredible! I instinctively know how to use the powers I’ve unlocked.”

Panel 2- Sarah, still in mid-air, has clenched her hand into a fist and the scraps of the machine
have come together and collapsed into a sphere. Janet is surprised.
Janet: “Whoa! I can’t do that!”
Sarah: “Of course not. I only targeted a few of your dormant genetic markers as a proof of
concept.”

Panel 3- Sarah has suddenly appeared on the floor and in front of Janet.
Janet: “WHAT THE…?!? Did you just teleport over…”
Sarah: “I on the other hand have reached the full potential of the human species. You have once
again aided me in becoming superior to all others.”



Panel 4- Sarah has an evil smile on her face and is punching Janet in the stomach so hard that
Janet is being lifted high into the air on her fist.
Janet: “Uuuffff!!!!!”
Sarah: “THANKS LOSER!”

Page 5
Panel 1- It’s a week later and Sarah, now dressed in a skin tight all black supersuit, is having a
nice stroll on a battlefield full of tanks and soldiers who are shooting her. She doesn’t seem to
notice and instead she is admiring one of the sleeves of her suit.
Text: “One week later…”
Sarah: “Excellent, this super material I created is almost as indestructible as I am. Of course the
real test should come tomorrow.”

Panel 2- Sarah is now blasting a huge section of tanks and soldiers in front of her with beams
from her eyes causing them all to be destroyed.
Sarah: “As arousing as easily defeating an army is, I really should finish this battle.”

Panel 3- Sarah is flying off into the air.
Sarah: “I have several projects back at my lab that need my attention.”

Panel 4- A shot of all the soldiers thinking that they have chased Sarah off and are cheering at
their victory.

Page 6
Panel 1- The soldiers are now all looking up and are terrified as a shadow begins to cover them
all.

Panel 2- A shot of Sarah high in the air, she has just one arm raised over her head and she is
holding something but we can only see a little bit of it near her hand.

Panel 3- Zoomed out shot of Sarah holding an aircraft carrier over her head.

Panel 4- The aircraft carrier has crashed down on the battlefield taking everyone and everything
out of the fight. Whatever wasn’t crushed directly by the aircraft carrier is being wiped out by the
resulting shockwave. Sarah is looking down at the destruction and seems satisfied.
Sarah: “That will do. Undoubtedly I’ll be contacted later today to arrange a ‘meeting’.”

Page 7
Panel 1- It’s the next day and now Sarah is floating above a desert somewhere in New Mexico.
Text: “The next day…”
Sarah: “The meeting place is an old nuclear testing ground and no one is here… I am truly
insulted that they think they are fooling me.”



Panel 2- Sarah is deep in thought while waiting.
Sarah: “Hmmm, I wonder if masterbating during this would add to or detract from the
experience?”

Panel 3- Sarah is looking up a bit and into the distance.
Sarah: “ Well, I see the missile is almost here, perhaps another time then.”

Panel 4- A shot of a nuclear explosion complete with a mushroom cloud.

Page 8
Panel 1- Shot of the oval office in the white house the president, an asian female, is standing
behind a desk and is talking into a landline phone. She seems very impatient.
President: “WELL?! Give me a report! It worked?! There’s no sign of her!?”

Panel 2- Shot of the president collapsing into a chair with a look of relief while still holding the
phone to her head.
President: “Whew! I’m glad you talked me into this General.”

Panel 3- Shot of Sarah floating in the air a bit and completely unharmed coming through a wall
sending debris everywhere. The president is terrified and is dropping the phone.

Panel 4- Sarah, still floating in the air, with her hands on her hips and is looking down on the
president with glowing eyes. The president is trying to hide behind her desk.
Sarah: “I’ll  accept your surrender now.”

Page 9
Panel 1- It’s six months later and we see Janet, dressed in a super suit like Sarah’s, descending
towards a tropical island. There are several missiles being fired at her from a turret on the island.
She isn’t concerned by the missiles and actually just looks depressed. She will continue to look
sad until otherwise stated.
Text: “Six months later…”

Panel 2- The missiles are exploding on Janet.

Panel 3- Completely unphased by the attack, Janet continues her descent to the island.

Panel 4- Janet is now in front of a huge metal door that is opening as she moves towards it.

Page 10
Panel 1- Janet is now entering an impressive warehouse sized lab. Part of the lab is obviously
devoted to chemistry and another to machines. Just to be clear Janet is very depressed.
Janet: “You summoned me.”



Panel 2- We now see Sarah, dressed in her super suit, standing near a large raised platform with a
control panel next to it. She seems excited.
Sarah: “Yes. By the way, do you like the super suit I made for you?”
Janet: “It’s fine.”

Panel 3- More of Sarah talking to Janet and Janet looking like she doesn’t care about anything.
Sarah: “Well then, allow me to explain why you are here.”
Janet: “Whatever.”

Panel 4- Just a shot of Sarah talking.
Sarah: “My rule of the planet is going well, though I am unsatisfied with the speed at which
things are progressing.”

Page 11
Panel 1- Sarah is flexing one of her incredible biceps and admiring it as she talks.
Sarah: “I am the most powerful being to ever exist and yet even I still have some limits. I intend
to remedy that. With great effort I have figured out the very nature of reality itself and I have…”

Panel 2- Janet has figured out where this is heading and is resigned to her role.
Janet: “Created something that will turn you into a god but it could be dangerous so you want to
test it on me first. What do you need me to do?”

Panel 3- Sarah is pointing at the raised platform and Janet is stepping onto it.
Sarah: “Just stand on this platform. I must say I’m really enjoying this compliant attitude you’ve
taken.”
Janet: “I just don’t see the point in resisting any more.”

Panel 4- Sarah has activated the platform using a nearby control panel. There are spirals of
energy coming up from the platform and surrounding Janet. Her expression has finally changed
to one of surprise and excitement as she becomes one with reality.

Page 12
Panels 1, 2, 3 and 4- Janet becomes a goddess. Her muscles and breasts grow and rip apart the
indestructible super suit. She should be eight feet tall and completely naked by the end.

Page 13
Full page panel- Janet is flexing her new body as energy crackles around her muscles.
Janet: “HAHAHA!”

Page 14
Panel 1- Janet has her hand with her palm facing up and something that resembles some kind of
softball sized atom is floating in her hand.



Janet: “I can do anything!”

Panel 2- Now the thing floating above Janet’s palm resembles a galaxy.
Janet: “Reality itself is now my bitch!”

Panel 3- Janet is closing her fist, crushing the galaxy and causing a small cosmic explosion in her
hand..
Janet: “And I’m in a bitch slapping mood!”

Panel 4- Janet has floated down off the platform and is reaching towards Sarah. Sarah is once
again calm and is making some adjustments on the control panel.
Janet: “This time I win! There is no way you can stop me. I AM ALL POWERFUL!!”

Page 15
Panel 1- Janet is frozen in place in the same pose as the last panel. Sarah is walking away,
basically ignoring her. Janet is VERY confused.
Janet: ”WHAT?!? I… I can’t move! HOW?!?! HOW ARE YOU DOING THIS?!? I’m the
supreme being of the Universe!”

Panel 2- Sarah is stepping onto the platform.
Sarah: “It’s simple really. I am superior to you. Or at least I will be in a moment. Once I become
one with reality I will use my omnipotence to make myself beyond omnipotent.”

Panel 3- Sarah is on the platform and is activating it with some kind of remote in her hand.
Sarah: “ Then I will just stop you from stopping me in this present moment.”
Janet: “Beyond omnipotent? That doesn’t even make sense! Besides, you haven’t even used the
platform yet! How can you…?!?!?!”

Panel 4- Sarah is crushing the remote as the spirals of energy surround her.
Sarah: “Your pathetic understanding of omnipotence and time are almost depressing.”

Page 16
Panels 1, 2, 3 and 4- Sarah becomes a goddess and then some! Her muscles and breasts grow
bigger than Janet’s and her super suit rips apart. Sarah should be ten feet tall and completely
naked by the last panel.

Page 17
Full page panel- Sarah is flexing her new body and energy is crackling around her muscles. She
is also glowing and will remain glowing from now on.

Page 18



Panel 1- Janet can now move again and she is very frustrated. Sarah is admiring her new form
with excitement.
Janet: “NOOOOOOO!!!!! NOT AGAIN!”

Panel 2- Janet is mad and is starting to grow into a giantess. Her muscles and breasts stay in
proportion to her body.  Her head is almost to the roof of the room.
Janet: “I’m gonna make myself so powerful that even what you have become will be nothing to
me!”

Panel 3- Outside shot of Janet growing out of the building, she looks very turned on.

Panel 4- More of Janet growing. She now towers over everything on the island.

Page 19
Full page panel- Janet is even bigger still and is laughing maniacally. Her nipples are clearly hard
as she flexes her entire body causing a shockwave to erupt from her.
Janet: “HAHAHAHAHA! THERE IS NO WAY TO EVEN DESCRIBE HOW POWERFUL I
AM NOW!”

Page 20
Panel 1- Sarah is flying up to be eye to eye with Janet’s stomach and incredible abs. Janet is
pointing down at her.
Janet: “Kneel! Kneel before power incarnate! Worship me and I may let you die quickly!”
Sarah: “Really? How about a little gratitude?”

Panel 2- Sarah is looking up at Janet as she talks. No need to see Janet’s face in this panel.
Sarah: “ I have repeatedly transformed you into the second greatest being on the planet… the
universe even...”

Panel 3- More of Sarah talking and now we see Janet is just looking down on Sarah with a sneer.
Sarah: “...and what do I get for it? Endless threats. Well my patience is at an end. Your assistance
is no longer required, so let me just say once more…”

Panel 4- Sarah is punching Janet in the stomach but it doesn’t seem to have any affect on her.
Janet is amused.
Sarah: “THANKS LOSER!”
Janet: “HAHAHA! Is that the best you can do!?!”

Page 21
Panel 1- Janet is suddenly glowing all over and she seems worried.
Janet: “Wait, what’s happening?!?”

Panel 2- Janet appears to be being erased. She is angry.



Janet: “NO! I won’t let this happen!”

Panel 3- Janet is almost all erased now. She is very afraid.
Janet: “I can’t stop it!!!”

Panel 4- Janet has vanished with a POP sound. Sarah is commenting on what just happened.
Sarah: “So that’s what happens when someone is punched out of existence. Honestly it’s a little
anticlimactic but I suppose it’s a fitting end to that loser.”

Page 22
Full page panel- Sarah is just flexing in the air and basking in her own awesomeness.
Sarah: “NOW TO DESTROY THIS UNIVERSE AND CREATE A NEW ONE THAT IS…
SUPERIOR!”

The End


